Declaration of Conformity


Manufacturer: Lear Corporation

Model / Type Designation: BCM PQ26 ROW (502N1xF0x)

Description / Intended Use: Short Range Device – Body Controller for Automotive with RKE Receiver

Applied RF Standards: EN 300 220-2: v3.1.1, SRD Receiver class 2/3

Applied EMC Standard: EN 301 489-1 v2.1.1 2017-02


Responsible Person: Klaus Hafemeister
Lear Automotive (DCX) Germany
Industriestrasse, 48
Kronach, 96317
Germany

Hereby, Lear Corporation declares that the product referenced above is in compliance with the essential requirements of Directive 2014/53/EU, on the approximation of the laws of the member states relating to Directive 2014/53/EU.

Signed: ________________________________
Klaus Hafemeister, Engineering Project Lead
Lear Automotive (DCX) Germany

Date: May 19th, 2017